After two days of hard training, the newly empowered cops celebrate their new found knowledge
with our partners.

Nicardo Filander, field engineer at

Bridgestone, all dressed up for action
with tyre pressure gauge in hand.

Wide-spread
ignorance of basic
truck maintenance
was once again
highlighted when our
team took the Brake
& Tyre Watch project
to Tshwane using
SANRAL’s Donkerhoek
weighbridge and test
centre as our base. Out
of 25 trucks tested,
17 were served with
Discontinuation of
Service notices. If
only operators stuck
to their maintenance
procedures, more would
go right than wrong
writes Patrick O’Leary
O’Leary.
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T

he project started with a day’s
theoretical training held at
the Tshwane Metro Police
Academy just outside Tshwane
with the day’s proceedings
being opened by Thabo Tsholetsane,
Senior Executive Manager:Traffic Law
Enforcement, Education and Training
at the Road Traffic Management
Corporation followed by David Tembe,
Chief of the National Traffic Police.
Both men thanked the Brake & Tyre
Watch team and partners for the
effort they put into not only ensuring
the roadworthiness of vehicles but also
in imparting much needed knowledge
and skills to traffic officials.They urged
the traffic officials present to absorb
as much knowledge as they could and
to put this into practice in making our
roads safer for all.
It was then over to our team
of experts to instruct the officers
over a hard day’s theoretical training
on brakes, tyres, 5th wheels, axles,
reflective tape and other aspects of
roadworthiness.
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What readers may find of interest is
that we also intersperse the ‘technical’
training with talks from our partners
on the wider role of the traffic officers
in society. It’s not only about issuing
fines.The role of the traffic officer is
one which has multiple impacts on the
quality of life of all South Africans as
well as on the economy. It’s all about
going beyond the obvious and elevating
the traffic officers onto a platform of
higher contribution and responsibility.
This role is spelt out by our partners
from Standard Bank, HCV and the
South Africa Road Foundation. Overall,
the enthusiasm and willingness to
absorb information from the attendees
made for a most affective theoretical
training session.
The next day we headed off early
to Donkerhoek where the day started
with the cops being guided round a
rig by our experts where they were
shown what the various components
should look like on a roadworthy rig.
For this exercise, our manufacturer
partner was FAW which provided a

new truck tractor hitched to a new
trailer.The object of this exercise is to
point out to the cops what the various
components on a roadworthy vehicle
should look like and to give them a
close up look at the components.
Traffic officials do not have testing
equipment out on the road and part
of the exercise is to help them identify
various signs of unroadworthiness on
trucks. If they feel it deems further
investigation, that truck can then be
sent to the nearest test centre for a
full test.
After the visual inspection, the cops
were divided into teams with each
team allocated a team leader expert
from our partners and then it was action stations.
The first few inspections always take
some time as we are more interested
in quality training than quantity
throughput. Each truck goes across the
brake-roller tester for testing and a
detailed visual inspection then follows
where we take the cops down into the
pit and under the trucks where 26

The training takes the form of

one day theoretical and a second
day practical where the cops are
empowered with knowledge of how
to spot signs of unroadworthiness of
trucks while out on the road.

25 they can easily inspect the
also prevent long delays and added cost
condition of the components,
when the trucks are taken off the road.
check ABS connections, brake
It’s really all quite simple as indicated
linings, slack adjusters, brake
by the following common faults found:
boosters, oil leaks and so on.
• Reflectors not present
Prior to that, our tyre
• Windscreen cracks
experts from Bridgestone
• No load sensing valve
lead the cops through the
• Load sensing valve present but not
condition of the tyres pointing
connected
out not only the faults but also
• Mismatched brake boosters
how those faults would have
• Tyres missing on duel applications
accrued. At the end of all this,
• 5th Wheel locking mechanism
Thabo Tsholetsane, senior executive
depending on the condition
missing
manager: Traffic Law Enforcement,
of the rig, the truck is either
• No park brake on trailer
Education and
allowed to continue on its way, Training at the
• No Suzie line tags
is issued a fine for whatever
• Suzie coils not colour coded
RTMC, thanks
transgression warrants the fine the partners.
• Suzie couplings are
or, in the worst case, is issued
interchangeable
with a Discontinuation of
• No trailer data plate
Service notice.
• ABS disconnected
I am once again sorry to report
• A multitude of tyre faults (no
that the results did not lean heavily in
tread, side wall damage, steel
favour of trucks continuing on their
wires exposed)
way. Of the 25 trucks tested on the day,
• Chevron not fixed at correct
17 were served with Discontinuation
height
of Service notices.The accompanying
David Tembe, Chief of the National • Reflective tape only visible on
photographs show some of the faults
30% of trailer.
Traffic Police, urges delegates to put
found.
into practice
While some of the
Preventing such faults is not
what they learn.
trucks were abysmally
brain-damaged stuff. It’s not like
unroadworthy, it must
servicing a gearbox or stripping an
be said that what stood
engine.Think about it.
out – as often does in
these exercises – is that if
operators paid attention to
the basics of maintenance,
many of the faults would not
exist. Instead, what starts as
a small maintenance issue
Manie Roux, sales and technical
which could easily be fixed
if workshops were on their manager of Jost, is one of our partners
who presents to the cops. In his case,
toes, develops into a fullblown fault which makes the on the vital safety role of 5th wheels something even many operators don't
vehicle unroadworthy.
highlight.
If there is one message
we would like to get across
The infamous Chinese
to all operators it is that they go back
slack adjuster which is
to the basics and conduct regular
being fitted to many
maintenance checks on their trucks.
trailers today. These
Not only is it the right thing to do in
things fall apart and are
terms of road safety and the law (Reg
rendered useless when
49 – Duties of an Operator) but it will
the bar falls out.
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As far as we know, there is no trailer
manufacturer that specifies one has to
lubricate the chassis. Mmmmmmm!!

And...

some
of the
faults

New linings with a 10mm

clearance gap. This is a sure braking
failure.

Download more >

It seems there is nothing on a truck
that “bloudraad” can’t fix.

More faults... download
and show to your
drivers... fleet managers
take note

How is this park brake valve going to work without a
handle?

Once the air tank on one of the trucks

was drained, the pit was a mess. This muck
goes into the braking system!!!

There is no stroke left on the one booster - which
happens to be loose as well.

Tyres highlight
a major
operational
flaw
 Congrats to Afrox whose

95%
probably do

driver was one of
the few able to
show us his pretrip vehicle
inspection
sheet.

not do pre-trip
inspections

Tyre faults are so easily visible on a truck and it is our
experience that when you see obvious defects on a tyre,
you can be sure you will find other defects around the
truck. Why? Simply because if the operator is not paying
attention to fixing the obvious, there is little chance he’ll
pay attention to the less obvious and less visible writes
Patrick O’Leary
O’Leary.

T

hese photographs show
just some of the tyre
faults we found on trucks
inspected at Donkerhoek.
How can the operator
not see them? It also
points to another huge
omission we see in the industry,
namely, the wide-spread absence
of pre-vehicle trip inspections by
drivers.
Although we have not accurately
measured this on our exercises, I
will put my head on a block that
95% of the drivers whose vehicles
have been hauled in for testing do
not do pre-trip vehicle inspections.
While there are some who know
what a pre-trip vehicle inspection is,
the majority have not even heard of
such a thing.
If there is one thing we would
urge all operators to do, it is to
compile a pre-trip vehicle inspection
sheet which all drivers have to
follow and comply to on a daily
basis.

 Lower sidewall obstruction cut
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This FleetWatch road
safety initiative is
made possible by
the following valued
partners:

Tread loss of adhesion from casing

Under pressure for load carried...
Of course, it all comes to nil if
the driver spots a fault and is told
to ignore it and drive anyway. That’s
token gesture stuff and achieves
nothing apart from undermining the
motivation of the driver to follow
best practice principles.
So often we have asked drivers if
they have notified the workshops
or ‘the boss’ of an obvious fault and
they reply: “Yes, but he says I must
drive anyway and if I don’t drive, I
will be fired.”
One driver I spoke to said his
boss accused him of being lazy and
not wanting to work because he
wanted a braking fault to be fixed
before he took the truck out. “But
I am not being lazy. It is unsafe to
drive with my brakes not working
but I have to or I will lose my job,”
he told me.
This attitude is totally
unacceptable and should be
condemned. So often it is the
2012/VOL 2 FLEETWATCH

Lower sidewall damage

Mismatched millimiters
driver who gets the blame for
accidents but when that same driver
has pointed out a fault and it is
not rectified, then the blame can
rightfully be laid at the door of the
operator.
Look at the tyre faults in these
photographs. A blind person can
see them. 
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Wake
up little
Suzy

The ‘usual’ suzy hose mess
was once again evident
on some of the trucks
brought in at Donkerhoek.
Considering that suzy
hoses are so critical to
safety, one would think
getting this very visible
part of the truck right
would be a must. But not
so. Here Wabco’s Keir
Guild looks at some of the
faults found.

ABS not functioning
The ABS was not functioning on this truck. The light was on in the cabin and
the valve was not cycling. It is believed that the power was unplugged!

The trailer emergency suzy has

been joined to the truck emergency
suzy with a piece of rubber and a
clamp. There are so many things
wrong with this. Firstly, it is leaking.
Secondly, how do you intend to
sufficiently secure the rubber pipe
to a smooth piece of nylon with a
hose clamping device without closing
the hole in the nylon to allow the air
through?
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Suzies are attached to the

trailer which is illegal according to
SANS1477-1. In addition, the venter
plug can be seen in its natural
habitat of blou-draad. Guys, use
the ISO12098 Lighting plug…it’s a
much better connector!

An all around mess! If the sections

of the vehicle you can see look like
this, then what do the sections you
can’t see look like? This vehicle has
joined suzies with rubber hose and
pipe clamps, thus you tighten the
clamp enough to prevent air from
flowing through the suzies or you
keep it loose enough to leak and
eventually pull out. Also, the trailer
couplings aren’t secured to the trailer,
neither are they colour coded or
labelled. MAINTENANCE FAIL!

Pneumatic coupling are not appropriately secured
to the trailer. There is also no label or colour coding
for the trailer couplings

Suzies are attached to the trailer which is illegal

according to SANS1477-1. In addition, the couplings
are not labelled.

No! No!
No!
Please
NO!!
No! No! No…North West
Recycling. This is not how
you tie down a dangerous
load of scrap iron.
You also do not
run a rig which fails
its braking test on
the truck steering
axle, the first trailer
axle and the second
trailer axle – and
does so in grand style.

M

any people do not
believe us when
we tell them of the
sorry condition
of some of the
rigs running on our roads. Well, to
prove that we follow all the correct
procedures and do not exaggerate
the faults found, this rig came in
with a load of scrap iron – mainly
steel rods – being carried that was
literally falling off the sides of the
trailer. The load securement was
non existent and, as it turned out,
so too were the brakes.
The sequence of photographs will
lead you, the reader, through the
process but please note that when
we say we see rigs with no brakes,
we mean no brakes.
In this case, the truck’s steering
axle failed with a brake efficiency

The load is mainly secured with
‘blou draad’ and is able to move.

The very real possibility exists
of an innocent bystander
being killed by one of the
overhanging bars on the
trailer.

Eek!
of 42% against the minimum 44%
required for a pass. And that was
the good one. Testing axle number
4 - the first trailer axle – its brake
efficiency was a mere 3% against the
minimum 44% and on the second
trailer axle (axle number 5), the
brake efficiency was a big round
ZERO against the minimum 44%
required to pass.
Note too the load securement.
That net is not going to hold the
load and those pipes can easily find
their way through the holes in the
net to drop off and smash into the
windscreen of a following vehicle
and piece through the head of the

driver. And with the pipes sticking
out all over, it’s highly possible
that, when taking a corner in town,
one of those pipes will also pierce
through the head of an unsuspecting
pedestrian.
And look at the strapping. Chaffed,
worn through and less than useless.
And then we get the infamous
‘blou-draad’. Good grief. This is a
mess of monumental proportions. It
was taken off the road. North West
Recyling, we suggest you recycle this
truck as well as your operational
practices as both are nowhere
near to what is required from a
transporter. This is a death trap. 
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Kagiso Makgatho, sales

This net is for decoration. There is no ways it could secure this load.

consultant for 3M South Africa, got a
first hand look at how the reflective
tape on most trucks has, over the years,
deteriorated into a sorry state. It was good
having 3M out there again with us.

Call this load securement. The strapping

is old and chaffed and is about to fail while
the ‘blou draad’ is a mere token gesture for
tying this dangerous load down securely.
What the heck is the net for?

The Rolling Road machine’s computer
interface. Note the screen at the top.

The Rolling Road machine’s rollers.

When all is ready, the truck is moved onto
these rollers for each axle to be tested.

And the test begins. This is the Rolling Safety note to warn that the rollers
Road instruction to perform the test.

will start rotating.

The Rolling Road Machine is currently

measuring the drag of the linings on Axle 5.
As you can see, the left has 0.4kN and the
right 0.5kN which is perfectly normal.
Left: The driver has now pressed his
service brake fully and there has been
no change from the drag measurements,
meaning that this axle has NO brakes and
fails!
Far left: The rolling road report shows
that axle 1 (truck steering axle) failed as it
reached an efficiency of 42% but requires a
minimum of 44% to pass.

A sorry
mess

H

ow many company
directors who run trucks
have read Section 49 of
the Road Traffic Act? It
deals with the Duties of an
Operator. This operator probably
doesn’t even know there is such a
thing as a Road Traffic Act, never
mind reading the pertinent section
on his duties.
Don’t look at the truck make and
blame the manufacturer. Rather
look at the operator and blame him
for this horrible mess and sorry
excuse for a truck. The pictures tell
the story. Get it off the road and

never let it come back on again.
There is nothing – and we mean
nothing – right with this scrap
heap. Burn the bloody thing. How
on earth are we going to get road
safety right when wrecks like this
continue to operate on our roads?
The interesting thing is that
before undergoing the Brake &
Tyre Watch training, many of the
cops would have not noticed the
condition of this wreck (I’m not
calling it a truck). And this has been
told to us by the cops themselves.
What Brake & Tyre Watch does is
empower the cops with knowledge

and thereby sensitises them to
being more alert to unroadworthy
vehicles (I still can’t call this a
truck) operating on the roads.
I recall after the Middleburg
exercise one of the cops saying that
he had often seen a tipper than we
had served with a Discontinuation
of Service notice running round the
town but he had never stopped it.
“I didn’t know what to look for.
I now know and this truck – and
others like it – won’t be driving in
this town in this condition again,”
he said proudly. Way to go my man!
That makes it all worthwhile. 

